Using Simulation Tools to Troubleshoot an LC Filter Design
By Ed Troy
Almost everyone uses simulation tools for designing RF, microwave, and high speed digital
circuits today. It is essential. But, very few engineers use those same tools for troubleshooting
of circuits that are not working correctly. It amazes me that many engineers and technicians still
spend days tuning, tweaking, and adjusting RF circuits that do not work properly on the bench.
They could probably find, and fix, the problems in much less time by firing up their simulation
software. It is much faster to change values, both known and speculated, in a simulation engine
than it is to make the same changes on the test bench.
I was first introduced to the power of using simulation to troubleshoot circuits in the early
1980's. I was working on a receiver that required a 70 MHz IF band pass filter. While many
people may consider 70 MHz to be VHF, or very high frequency, or even UHF, or ultra high
frequency, I thought of it as a pretty low frequency, since I was used to working at frequencies
up to 18 GHz.
But, when my technician tested a 70 MHz band pass filter that I had designed, it did not work at
all as expected. In fact, the performance was so bad that I thought that perhaps someone had
mixed up the capacitors or inductors and thus installed the wrong values. So, I had the
technician rebuild the circuit using components whose values had been actually measured. The
results were the same. The filter looked terrible.
This happened over 30 years ago, so I do not have the original design files or test results, but I
can reproduce them very easily in a circuit simulator. Lets say we need a 70 MHz band pass
filter with a bandwidth of 5 MHz. A few minutes with the Keysight (formerly Agilent) Genesys
filter design tool produces the following circuit (figure 1) and response(figure 2).

Figure 1 Ideal 70 MHz Band Pass filter design

Figure 2 Filter response of filter in figure 1

This looks pretty good! But, when my technician built it up, as I said, we got a response similar to what is
shown in figure 3.

Figure 3 Measured response of circuit in figure 1

OOPS! Something is obviously wrong. But, we measured the values and the inductors and capacitors
were the correct values. What could be wrong?
After looking at the situation for a while, I realized that there was a pad on the circuit board where L1
and C1, L3 and C3, and L5 and C5 came together. Those pads were only about .1"x.1" in size, however.
How could those tiny pads matter? A quick calculation showed that those pads had a capacitance to
ground of about 0.22 pF. How did I come to that conclusion? By using the equation for a parallel plate
capacitor. In our case, k, the relative dielectric constant of our circuit board material was 3.3. Eo is a
physical constant. The necessary calculations are shown below, where the equation for the capacitance
of a parallel plate capacitor is shown by the equation for C0:
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The board thickness was 33 mils, or .033 inches, or .033*.0254 meters
d := .033⋅ .0254m
C0 :=
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C0 = 2.249 × 10

F which is .2249 pF

Again, so what? Well, let's re-simulate the circuit putting .2 pF capacitors at those points, as shown in
figure 4.

Figure 4 Filter circuit with calculated spurious capacitances added to schematic

The result of that re-simulation is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5 Simulation result for circuit in figure 4

This is the same as the measured result. (Of course it is the same in this case since I used the simulator
with the .2 pF capacitors added to produce the "measured" result. But, trust me, the result we saw
when we measured the filter circuit in the early 1980's was very close to the "measured" result that I am
using in this paper. I no longer have access to the actual circuit board or the decades old measured

data.) So, the small, 0.22 pf stray capacitances of the pads where the series L and C components were
soldered to the board apparently created the terrible filter response.
So, now what? We have to have those pads. Without them, the circuit could not be built.
Let's redesign the filter with those pad capacitances as fixed. We will adjust the values of everything else
to work properly with the 0.22 pf stray capacitances of the board pads. This optimization results in the
circuit shown in figure 6 and the results are in figure 7.

Figure 6 New circuit. The .22 pF capacitors are strays and not part of the populated parts

Figure 7 Simulated, optimized circuit response with .22 pF stray capacitances

While not identical to the original circuit simulation, this represents a usable filter which we built up and
used. (Of course, any experienced engineer recognizes that the values in these simulations are ideal and
not actual values of capacitance and inductance that can be purchased. But, by using standard value
inductors and capacitors we were able to get adequate performance once we re-optimized the circuit
given the .22 pF stray capacitances due to the physical pads on the boards that were necessary to
connect the series L and C capacitors.)
Of course, we could have spent days changing values on an actual circuit board to eventually arrive at
the necessary performance, but it was much faster (and thus less expensive) to use RF simulation
software tools to do the troubleshooting and to come up with a great design.
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